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People Are Eating More Lettuce

by C. Curtis Cable, Jr.

Lettuce is one of the "bright spots" in the long run
,tlook for fresh vegetables in the United States. Its
pularity has been rising since the 1930s, and especially
ice the mid- 1940s. Consumption of lettuce in the U.S.
greased from 13 pounds per person in 1940 to almost 23
\unds per person in 1970 ( Chart 1 ) .'

Other popular fresh vegetables include cabbage, to-
Ltoes, onions, celery, carrots, corn, snap beans and cu-
mbers. However, in contrast to the pronounced in-
`mse in use of lettuce the per capita consumption of
ler vegetables in fresh form has remained relatively
zstant or been declining during the past 20 -40 years.

ttuce Market Expanding
The increase in per capita consumption, along with
increase in population, has greatly expanded the

`'lrket for lettuce. To supply this expanding market, U.S.
Luce production has risen from approximately 32 million
ndredweight in 1955 to about 46 million hundredweight
`1970.

dart 1. Per Capita Consumption of Principal
Fresh Vegetables, U.S.
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Ei This expanding market for lettuce is of major im-
tance to Arizona's fresh vegetable industry. It was
ated out in a previous article that lettuce is a 50 -60

,(ion dollar crop in Arizona and accounts for about two -
fds of the value of the state's fresh -market vegetales.2
is, Arizona's fresh vegetable industry is based on a
duct for which the U.S. market during the past 15

t rking Specialist, Cooperative Extension Service, University of
ana.

years has increased an average of almost 1 million hun-
dredweight or 3 percent per year.

Although lettuce is the backbone of Arizona's fresh
vegetable industry, the nation depends primarily on Cali-
fornia for about two -thirds of the total yearly lettuce
supply. California, the top lettuce -growing state for many
years, has been primarily responsible for supplying the
increase in market growth of 14 million hundredweight
during the past 15 years (Chart 2 ) .

In contrast to the continuous expansion in production
in California since 1960, annual lettuce production in
Arizona remained relatively stable during the early 1960s,
and then declined slightly during the late 1960s. As a
result, Arizona accounted for less than a fifth of the U.S.
supply in 1970, compared to about a fourth in 1965.

In view of the steadily expanding U.S. market and be-
cause of the economic importance of lettuce to Arizona's
fresh vegetable industry, there is growing concern as to
why Arizona's lettuce production is declining, and if this
trend can be reversed. This article briefly describes the

Chart 2. U.S. Production of Lettuce, by Major
Producing States.
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Chart 3. U.S. Production of Lettuce by Seasons.
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state's lettuce producing industry and explores some of
the reasons for the production decline. In turn, this may
be helpful in appraising the future outlook for lettuce in
Arizona.

A Short- Season Crop
Because it is perishable, and because technologies are

not available for preserving it in the desired fresh form,
lettuce cannot be stored for a prolonged period like pota-
toes, apples and grain crops. Fortunately, however,
lettuce is a short -season crop, and the year -round demand
can be supplied by the "current production" from one or
more of the nation's lettuce producing areas. In fact,
newly harvested lettuce is being shipped from some point
in the U.S. in almost every week of the year.

U.S. lettuce production data are available for six dif-
ferent seasons of the year ( see Chart 3) . The winter
and summer lettuce crops are the largest, and the crops
in late fall and late spring are the smallest. In addition
to being relatively small, the late fall and late spring crops

Chart 5. U.S. Production of Early Spring Lettuce
by States.
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Chart 4. U.S. Production of Winter Lettuc
States.
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have gradually gotten smaller during the past 10 ye
Obviously, then, the growth in total lettuce producti
was due to increased output during the other gro
seasons.
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Arizona Production Seasons
Arizona produces lettuce in three of the six differ

growing seasons - late fall, winter and early spring.
of the nation's late fall lettuce crop is produced in Ariz
However, as indicated above, late fall production
declined during the past decade from almost 4 mi
hundredweight in early 1960s to less than 2 million h
dredweight in the early 1970s ( Chart 3 ) . Apparently
decline is being offset by expanded output during
early fall and winter seaons in other producing areas.

Slightly more than a fifth of the 1970 winter lettu
crop was produced in Arizona ( Chart 4) . However, _a
zona's production has remained relatively stable at u.
3 million hundredweight since the mid- 1960s, althor

Chart 6. Production of Arizona Lettuce Cry
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,hart 7. Harvested Acreage for Arizona Lettuce Chart 8. Yield per Acre for Arizona Lettuce
Crops. Crops.
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)tal U.S. output of winter lettuce during this period in-
\reased by about 2 million hundredweight. California is
_le big producer of winter lettuce, accounting for more
mn 70 percent of the 1970 crop.

For several years the early spring deal was Arizona's
l ¡irgest lettuce crop. There are indications, however, that
arly spring production may drop below the state's winter

r rop in the early 1970s.
During the late 1950s and early 1960s Arizona was

le nation's leading producer of early spring lettuce
Chart 5) . However, the crop in Arizona dropped from

Lpproximately 4.5 million hundredweight in the early
rp960s to about 3.5 million hundredweight by the mid-
.1960s, and has remained near this level up to the present.
1(h1 contrast, production of early spring lettuce in California
teas risen from about 2.5 million hundredweight in 1960 to
j1 core than 5 million hundredweight by 1970.
Ira In addition to being the top producing state for winter
j nd early spring lettuce, California is also the leading pro -

ucer of the early fall and summer lettuce crops. New
ter

Ar,;hart 9. Season Average' Price for Arizona Let -
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Jersey is the leading producer of late spring lettuce, al-
though as previously noted the output of this crop is grad-
ually declining. Other lettuce producing states were
noted in the second article of this series.3

From these comparisons of production by states and
by seasons, it is evident that the drop in total lettuce pro-
duction in Arizona was due to declines in both early spring
and late fall crops ( Chart 6) . Production of winter let-
tuce more than doubled during the 1960s; however, a
large portion of this increase occurred during the first half
of the decade.

Changes in Arizona's Lettuce Acreage
Changes in lettuce acreage during the past 10 -15

years closely parallel the changes in production. The
harvested acreage of late fall lettuce has declined approxi-
mately 50 percent since the early 1960s - from about
20,000 to 10,000 acres ( Chart 7) .

Acreage of early spring lettuce reached a peak of
almost 30,000 acres in the late 1950s, but has since de-
clined to less than 20,000 acres in the early 1970s. Much
of this drop occurred in the early 1960s.

(Please turn to Page 16)

Chart 10. Value of Arizona Lettuce Crops.
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Quantification of snowpacks related
to inventory- prediction variables may
help define forest -snow interactions
useful in developing land manage-
ment systems designed to increase
water yields in the ponderosa pine
(Pinus pondersoa Laws.) type in
Arizona. Previous studies ( Ffolliott
et al., 1965, Ffolliott and Hansen
1968) reported empirical relationships
between snowpack conditions at a
point in time and inventory -prediction
variables, but little work has been di-
rected toward evaluation of snowpack
conditions over time.

An exploratory investigation was
conducted to evaluate a storage -dura-
tion index (Wilm 1948) in relation to
inventory -prediction variables. The
objective of the investigation was to
obtain information for quantifying
snowpack storage conditions on site.

The storage- duration index pro-
vides an integrated single estimate of
initial snow storage and subsequent
melt rates. The index is developed for
arbitrarily defined time periods by
adding together snowpack water
equivalent measurements made in
successive surveys for the period. The-
oretically, maximum index values are
obtained with large initial storage fol-
lowed by slow melting, while low
initial storage followed by rapid melt-
ing provides minimum index values
(Wilm 1948) .

Description of Investigation
The exploratory work discussed

herein was designed to evaluate the
storage- duration index as related to
inventory -prediction variables readily
available or easily obtained by the
land manager. The variables selected
were forest density, potential insola-
tion, and elevation. These variables
are important in describing snowpack
conditions.
Study Area

The study utilized 75 sample plots
located on the Beaver Creek Water-
shed ( Brown 1971) in north- central
Arizona.** These plots, located on
aerial photographs and then estab-
lished on the ground, sample a range
of forest density and physiographic

`Associate Professor and Head, Department
of Watershed Management. This study was
supported in part by funds provided by the
U.S. Department of Interior as authorized
under the Water Resources Research Act of
1964, Public Law 88 -379.
**This study was conducted in cooperation
with the Rocky Mountain Forest and Range
Experiment Station, Flagstaff, Arizona.
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Snowmelt is a major source of runoff and water yield for the reservoir
central Arizona.
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Describing Arizona Snowpacks in Forested
Condition with Storage - Duration Index

by Peter F. Ffolliott and David B.
conditions common to ponderosa pine
on the study area. Each plot consist-
ed of 13 sample points systematically
arranged within a circular 1/5 -acre
area.

Ponderosa pine comprises over 85
percent of the forest density, with
Gambel oak ( Quercus gambelii Nutt.)
and alligator juniper ( Juniperus dep-
peana Steud. ) intermingled. The site
index ( Meyer 1961) is 70 feet at 100
years, and the sawtimber volume
averages 5,800 board feet per acre.

Topography varies from essentially
level to slopes in excess of 45 percent.
Elevation ranges from 7,300 to 7,800
feet. The soils are derived from basalt,
with an intermixture of cinders (Wil-
liams and Anderson 1967) . Annual
precipitation averages 24 inches, half
of which normally occurs between
November 15 and April 15.

Table 1
Event

Thorud*

Winter precipitation during 1967 -

and 1968 -69, the two years of study
was 18.8 and 20.2 inches, respective)
The timing of precipitation event
differed between years, however.
Methods

Snowpack water equivalent wa
measured with a snow tube and scal
at all sample points before and durin
the snowmelt- runoff period for bo
years of study ( Table 1) . Durin
1967 -68, measurements were made a
(1) peak snowpack accumulation
prior to the start of runoff, ( 2) mid
way between peak accumulation an
approximate peak daily runoff, an
( 3) approximate peak daily runoff
indicated by a nearby stream gage
Only the first and last measuremen
were made during 1968 -69, as th

snowpack melted at a rapid rat
Measurements were not made afte

Snowpack water equivalent measurement dates.

Peak snowpack accumulation,
prior to start of runoff

Midway between peak accumulation
and approximate peak daily runoff

Approximate peak daily runoff

Year of Study
1967 -68 1968 -69

February 10

February 24
March 9

March 10

(no measurements)
March 24



able 2 Regression equations of storage- duration index versus
forest density, slope steepness and aspect (potential
insolation ), and elevation.

Correlation
ear Equation Coefficient
967 -68 Y = -0.112 -0.0163X1 -0.0433X2 -}- 0.0894X3 0.56
968-69 Y = -0.186 -0.0105X1 -0.0488X2 -}- 0.0102X3 0.53

' = storage- duration index
1 = basal area in square feet per acre
2 = potential insolation on index date (February 20) in Langleys (Frank and Lee 1956)
3 = elevation in feet.

.pproximate peak daily runoff be-
ause of increasing snowpack deple-
ion.

Snowpack measurements taken at
ach point were averaged by plot.
'hen, storage- duration index was de-
(eloped for each plot by adding to-
;ether the snowpack water equivalent
.measurements taken at the above -
1efined periods.
I Forest density, expressed in square
feet of basal area per acre, was esti-
aated by point sampling techniques
tsing a basal area factor of 25. A sub -

Uample of five sample points provided
he basis for estimating basal area at
ach plot.
Potential insolation, in Langleys

gram calories /cm2 ), received on an
adex date ( February 20) was ob-
lained from slope steepness and aspect
jraeasurements at each plot ( Frank
end Lee 1966) . The elevation of each
plot was estimated from 71/2 minute
T.S. Geological Survey topographic
zaps.

_c' Multiple regression analysis was
.i: sed to empirically define relation -
d;hips between the storage- duration
odex values and the combine effect
f the tested inventory -prediction

aariables.
,I Results and Discussion

Relationships between storage-dura-
tion index values and inventory -pre-
, iction variables were similar for both
ears of study ( Table 2 ) . The use -

mllness of these relationships is not
Urecessarily in predicting storage -dura-
on index values per se, however, but

icì identifying sites with desired snow -
tack storage conditions.

On the Beaver Creek Study Area,
)r example, large initial storage fol-

)wed by slow melting is associated
7ith low forest densities, low poten-

I al isolation values, and high eleva-
-ons, as sites exhibiting all three
laracteristics possess maximum index
alues. Low initial storage followed
,fy rapid melting is associated with the
pposite site characteristics.

Storage- duration index values and
snowpack equivalent at peak seasonal
accumulation are similarily associated
with forest density, potential insola-
tion, and elevation, as evidenced by
this investigation and a previous study
of forest -snow relationships on Beaver
Creek ( Ffolliott and Hansen 1968 ) .

This indicates that high initial storage
under low forest densities, low poten-
tial insolation values, and high eleva-
tions is not necessarily offset by ac-
celerated melting, but remains high
throughout the melt period. Con-
versely, low initial storage associated
with the opposite site characteristics
may not persist due to rapid melting.

The results of this investigation may
suggest possibilities for empirically
identifying hydrologic strata on a
watershed in terms of initial storage
and subsequent melt rate criteria.
Once identified, land management
systems designed to affect snowpack

storage conditions may be prescribed.
Forest density is the only tested in-
ventory- prediction variable that can
be manipulated. Therefore, by de-
creasing forest densities on high ele-
vation sites with low potential insola-
tion, the storage -duration index values
should be increased. Increasing
forest densities on low elevation sites
with high potential insolation values
should have the opposite effect.
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Figure 1. Rock mulch covering this patio slope in Tucson foot-
hills is lain over soil which has been stabilized against wind and
rain erosion since 1963.

Figure 2. Variability of sizes and textures of rock add interest
and beauty to this natural covering.

S

ROCK MULCH
is rediscovered

by Wallace H. Fuller*

This time in the foothills of the desert Southwest. Tb

ancient practice, referred to in the Biblical history of th
Israelites, is still as attractive today as then. Rock mul
were established to conserve soil moisture for plant gro.

as well as control soil loss by erosion.
A high proportion of world deserts become p

with stones and rocks naturally. Torrential rains and h
volocity winds, so characteristic of arid lands, remov
finer soil particles ( sand, silt and clay ) leaving the coa
stones and rocks. Eventually the stones and rock
cumulate to the extent that desert pavement develo
cobbles blanket the surface. Soil erosion across t
mulched areas becomes minimal. Thus, nature proa lesson we may use where surfaces require maxiprotection from erosion or where rock mulches aestcally fit into the landscape design.
*Professor, Sails, Water and Engineering Department.
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ure 3. Christmas cacti (Opuntia leptocaulis) become well -
ablished, naturally, in as short a time as one year in this
k mulch culture.

The desert Southwest erodes severely just as other
eserts. The high intensity of rainfal coupled with sparse

I otection by vegetation and a natural tendency of the
ils to disperse upon wetting, makes it necessary to pro -
ct all except the flattest of land. Rock mulches effec-
ely and efficiently protect even highly sloping land.
r a modern example, see the pictures.

gure 5. A young saguaro (Sereus gigantus) ten inches high
ows rapidly in the rock mulch. Saguaro seed and grow volun-
rily among the rocks. Rates of growth of three to four inches
r year occur under these ideal conditions.

Figure 4. Pincushion cactus (Mamillaria microcarpus) grows
well in the rock mulch. These cacti seed naturally and may grow
to maturity in one year.

The rocks were carried from an adjacent arroyo and
placed randomly on the slope as close together as possible.
Some weigh as much as 150 pounds and others as little
as one pound. The variety in sizes, shapes, and composi-
tion adds to the beauty of the patio surface.

The area represented in the pictures has become
fully stabilized for 10 years despite the steep slope (15
percent ) , lack of vegetation, and erodible soil. During
this time, rainfalls as intense as 2.5+ inches in one hour
occurred two or more times a year. Yet, neither soil nor
water eroded into the pool area.

The soil is a loam. Lime and salts are prevalent. Only
cactus is permitted to grow among the rocks. Other vege-
tation is killed either by a weedicide or pulled by hand.

Some advantages of rock mulch are:
1. Soil erosion control

( Protects your property from eroding away. )
2. Water conservation

( Saves water otherwise required for turfs. )
3. Aesthetic value

( Beautiful, textured effects may be attained. )
4. Inexpensive land surface

( Collect your own rock. Good exercise. )
5. Requires little care

( No mowing, watering, or fertilizing neces-
sary.)

6. Weed control is relatively easy
(Paraquat or preemergence weedicide may be
used. )

7. Establishment of native plants is easy
( See pictures of young cacti among the rocks. )

8. Economy of maintenance
( No sprinkling system or periodic renovating
needed. )

9



Mathematical Modeling
of Soil Temperature

By K. E. Foster an

INTRODUCTION

The range manager is frequently
concerned with activity occurring at
the soil surface or in the upper 30
centimeters (cm) of the soil profile
which may be a function of tempera-
ture. A data collection program was
initiated in the summer of 1970 at the
Santa Rita Experimental Range, Tuc-
son, Arizona, to test a mathematical
model developed to simulate soil sur-
face temperature and subsurface tem-
perature profiles to any desired depth
on an hourly basis. The approach used
was one of solving the basic energy
balance equation:

I 2 0

H 0
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Figure 1. Bare soil temperature variation for a five day period. Dot denotes
actual temperature variation and solid line represents the computer simulated
temperature variation. ( August 8 -12, 1970)

d M. M. Fogel'

R= H+LE + G (1)
where

R = net radiation
H = sensible heat flux
LE = latent heat flux
G = soil heat flux

for the soil surface temperature varia-
tion. Assuming then heat flow by con-
duction, the subsurface temperature
variation was calculated from a finite
difference form of the heat flow
equation using the model simulated
soil surface temperature as a time
variant upper boundary condition.

Model Development
The surface energy budget for a

2400 1200 2400 1200

10

bare soil can be written by consi'
ing a soil column extending from
surface to that depth where verti
heat exchange is negligible:

G = [(Q) (1 -a)] +
H LE +Fi F.

where
G = net rate of the s

heat flux

= incoming solar ra
ation absorbed
the earth's surfac
long wave count
radiation

= transfer of heat mil
air ( positive wh
air is cooler, neg
tive when air
warmer)
horizontal transf
of heat into the
umn from the s
rounding soil
long wave radiab
to the atmospher.
Evaporation, whe
L is the latent h
of vaporization (5
cal gm -' )

Fo = horizonal transf
of heat out of
column

The terms (Q) (1 -a) IW -Ihk fo

the radiation balance 11, and sub
face heat flux into and out of
column is assumed to be zero, thus
energy balance equation becomes

[(Q) (1-a)]

IW

H

Fi

LE =

4i

p

el

IlI

ac

o:

o

a

G = R H LE (ago:

( Terms defined in equation 1) a

implying that the net available radi
tive energy is used to warm the
evaporate water, and warm the so
Equation 3 is applicable to a bare so
however, the need for soil tempe
ture simulation beneath a varia
vegetation cover was also desirabl
Equation 3 was modified to acco
for the energy partitioning betw
the plant canopy and the soil surfa
thus resulting in an energy balan
equation for both the plant cano
and the soil surface.

The energy balance of the pl
canopy may be expressed as:

Gp = ( -LEp
AI)

IW - 214p +
I s) (I + Q(1 ap)

(1 -X) + Hs - Hp
*Research Associate, Office of Arid L
Studies, and Professor, Department o
tershed Management, University of Ariz
respectively.

le
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1`tewise the energy balance of the
1 beneath a plant canopy can be

' itten as:

= -LEs - Hs + AQ( 1-as)
I`rp (1 - AI) + IW o I- I4s ( 5)
here

I;p =

50,

the plant heat storage rate
the plant latent heat flux rate
the counter radiation f r o m
the atmosphere

= the longwave radiation from
the plant surface

= the longwave radiation from
the soil surface

= the plant albedo
= the sensible heat flux from

the plant surface
= the sensible heat flux from

the soil surface
= the percent of soil surface

visible lo o k i n g vertically
through the crop canopy

= the amount of ground receiv-
ing incoming solar radiation
depending on sun angle ( X
= L\ I cos Z, where Z = zenith
angle of the sun)

= the soil heat flux
= the soil latent heat flux

[n words, Equation 4 states that the
t rate at which the heat content of

plant is changing is equal to the
,n of the rates at which heat is be-
;:; added by the absorption of solar
.liation Q( 1 - ap ) , by the absorp-
n of counter longwave radiation
m the atmosphere I*, by the up-
rd transfer of longwave radiation

!lm the soil surface I's, by the down-
}: rd transfer of sensible heat when
j! air is warmer than the plant - Hp,
I by the upward transfer of sensi-

-- heat when the soil is warmer than
plant Hs, minus the rates at which

it is being lost by longwave radia -
11'n to the atmosphere I4p, by the
nsfer of sensible heat to the air
.en the air is cooler than the plant

tot, and by evaporation LEp.
:The net rate Gs at which the heat
itent of the soil column is changing
equal to the sum of the rates at

G ich heat is being added by incom-
short wave radiation Q(1 - as) ,

t oming longwave counter radiation
m the atmosphere IW A I, and long-
ve radiation radiated downward
m the plant Iifp 0 I, minus the rate
which heat is being lost by evap-
lion LE, sensible heat flux, H, and

emission of longwave radiation
1 m the soil surface I4s. For the bare
1 energy balance solution, Equa-

1 20
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Figure 2. Soil temperature variation beneath a 30 percent plant cover for a
five day period. Dot denotes actual temperature variation and solid line repre-
sents computer simulated temperature variation. ( August 8 -12, 1970 )

tion 5 may be solved in terms of
known variables and the soil surface
temperature variation Ts. The soil
surface temperature beneath the plant
canopy may be calculated by simul-
taneously solving Equations 4 and 5
for Ts. For method of solution, as-
sumptions, initial conditions, and time
series data needed to solve Equations
3, 4, and 5, referral can be made to
unpublished dissertation (F os te r,
1972) .

Model Results
Equations 3, 4, and 5 were pro-

grammed using the University of Ari-
zona CDC 6400 computer. The hourly
soil surface and subsurface tempera-
t u r e variation at 5 cm increments
down to 70 cm were calculated. In
order to verify model results hourly
temperature variation in the field was
monitored by two honeywell Tek-
tronik 24- channel recorders. Two plots
were established on the Range. One
plot was left in its natural state of blue
grama [Bouteloya gracilis ( HBK ) ]

while the other plot was cleared of all
existing vegetation.

Figures 1 and 2 show the model
output versus measured temperature
values for the bare soil plot and the
thirty percent grass covered plot for
a five day period. Soil temperature
variation is shown only down to 30
cm because the maximum tempera-
ture variation occurs in this area.

As seen in figures 1 and 2 the ob-
served and calculated temperatures
agree in most cases within 2° F. The
temperature variation with depth
shows about an hour lag in peak tem-
perature occurrence for each 5 cm in
depth.

The daily maximum temperature
for the 5 cm depth increased the first
three days of the test period then re-
mained essentially constant. As the
top soil dried out, its heating rate was
impeded by the poor conductivity of
the soil and the daily maximum tended
to stabilize. The lower soil depth from

(Please turn page)
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(From Page 11)
10 cm to 30 cm remained moist
throughout the observation period and
responded to the daily influx of heat
by slowly becoming warmer for all
time periods.

The most apparent result, when
comparing the temperature variation
of the two figures, is a temperature
damping effect beneath the plant
canopy. During the late morning and
early afternoon hours the vegetation
intercepted at least 30 percent of the
incoming solar radiation, thus the
peak surface temperature was reduced
due to a lower radiation load. At night
the vegetation reduced the outgoing
longwave radiation from the soil sur-
face thus causing the surface temper-
ature below the vegetation to cool at
a slower rate than the bare soil.

The deviation calculated from the
actual soil temperatures variation can
in most cases be attributed to cloud
cover variation between Tucson Inter-
national Airport, where the data was
taken and the study area.

Discussion
The approach used in this study

successfully simulates a complex nat-
ural phenomena occurring at the
earth's surface. The soil temperature
variation was the variable measured in
the field which was a measure of the
model's accuracy. The model also
simulated hourly the latent heat flux,
soil heat flux, and sensible heat flux.
The accurracy with which the simula-
tion occurred for these variables is un-
known, and additional equipment
would be needed to substantiate
model output.

An additional important use of the
model would be to simulate the en-
ergy budget response under varying
plant canopies and initial soil con-
ditions.
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PLANTS

for irrigated Pastur

by Clinton W. Renney, R. J. Joy, and M. A. Massengale

The use of irrigated pasture in
ranching and farming programs has
been increasing in southern Arizona.
Ranchers are realizing the importance
of readily available green forage. Also,
some producers of annual crops such
as cotton are including irrigated
pasture in their operations for live-
stock production.

Increased interest in irrigated pas-
tures has prompted several serious
questions about pasture plants and
their management. For example, is
there a place for cool season perennial
grasses in pasture programs? Are there
plants that are better suited for irri-
gated pasture than those commonly
grown? Is it practical to grow a
perennial grass in a mixture with al-
falfa? Are there suitable and produc-
tive legumes safer to graze than al-
falfa? Which forage species establish
quickest and maintain stands longest?
What yields can be expected from
well -managed irrigated pasture in the
hot, desert climate of southern Ari-
zona?

Lack of information on the perform-
ance of new improved pasture plants

°Plant Materials Specialist (retired), SCS
Plant Materials Center, Tucson, Arizona; Soil
Conservationist, SCS Plant Materials Center,
Tucson, Arizona; Head, Department of
Agronomy and Plant Genetics, University of
Arizona, Tucson, Arizona.

in southern Arizona prompted a
operative 4 -year irrigated past r
study by the USDA Soil Consery
tion Service Plant Materials Cent
and the University of Arizona Dep,
ment of Agronomy and Plant Geneth
The study was designed to compa
the performance of alfalfa with sever
legumes that have never been know
to cause bloat in livestock. All legum
were planted in alternate rows wi
tall fescue, a cool season perenni
grass.

Three nonbloat legumes : P -49

cicer milkvetch (Astragalus cicer L,
P -14496 narrowleaf trefoil (Lot
tennis Wald et Kit ), and A -2130 sa'
foin ( Onobrychis viciae f olia Scop.
and 'Mesa-Sirsa' alfalfa ( Media;
sativa L. ) were planted in altern
rows with `Goar' tall fescue ( Festu
arundinacea Shcreb.) October 1
1967. Alfalfa -fescue and trefoil-fesc
plots were planted in alternate ro\
with 6 -inch spacing. Milkvetch -fesc
and sainfoin- fescue plots were plant
in 12 -inch alternate row spacing. Ea'
plot was replicated seven times in
randomized complete block desi;
Treble superphosphate was drill>

into the surface soil prior to plantiii
at the rate of 140 pounds P205
acre. Nitrogen as ammonium sulfa
was broadcast before the first irrig
tion at the rate of 35 pounds of
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Table 1 Average percent composition each year of legume and fescue forage in the various mixtures.
1968

Ave.. %
legume fescue

1969
Ave. %

legume fescue

1970
Ave.. %

legume fescue

1971
Ave..

legume fescue
Alfalfa- fescue 79 21 86 14 90 10 91 9
Trefoil- fescue 18 82 31 69 22 78 12 88
Milkvetch- fescue 8 92 13 87 19 81 16 84
Sainfoin- fescue 25 75 16 84 10 90 1 99

ier acre. Thereafter, all plots were
ertilized uniformly three times each
rear with 40 to 45 pounds of available

i .I per acre ling al
lation of 120

tota
to 135

an
oundannus. Ph

appli-
0 -s

)hate was applied yearly at 80 pounds
available P205 per acre. Irrigation
eater was applied every 10 to 14 days
lepending upon the consumptive use
)f the plants. Irrigation intervals were
letermined from eight 1 -foot long
ensiometers ( soil moisture measuring

vol,nstruments ) placed across the plots.
lants were irrigated when the aver -
ige reading of the tensiometer gauges
vas between 50 and 60 millibars of
ension. Approximately 70 acre -inches
)f water were applied each growing
eason.
Harvests were made to simulate

''r razing. A plot mower was used to
:arc slip the plants at 3 to 4 inches above

he soil level. Plants at each harvest
vere weighed, and representative

n° ... amples were taken to calculate the
Piàt

?d tri

ifiT fable 2 Yields of air -fry forage in pounds per acre of alfalfa -fescue, trefoil -fescue, milkvetch -fescue
and sainfoin-fescue mixtures grown at Tucson, Arizona from 1968 through 1971.

.ari!
nlfalfa- fescue
'refoil- fescue
Zilkvetch- fescue

amen, ;ainf oin- fescue
1(111,8 (1

Alfalfa had faster germination and
emergence, stronger seedling vigor,
faster regrowth after cutting, and over
twice the production of the nonbloat
legumes when grown in alternate rows
with tall fescue.

Based on seeding rate, of the non-
bloat legumes, sainfoin and trefoil had
comparable emergence. Sainfoin had
the strongest seedling vigor, whereas
milkvetch had the slowest emergence
and the weakest seedling vigor. How-
ever, this relationship changed dra-
matically with time. In the 2nd year
the stand of sainfoin was considerably
reduced and by the 4th year was
essentially gone. Milkvetch started
slowly, its stand improved each year,
and by the 4th year had the best vigor
among the nonbloat legumes. Narrow -
leaf trefoil established as well as sain-
foin and plants persisted well until
the latter part of the 3rd year, but the
stand was noticeably reduced in the
4th year.

alfalfa completely dominated the tall
fescue in the alfalfa- fescue plots. By
the 3rd year, tall fescue stands in each
plot with alfalfa were greatly reduced.
The stand of alfalfa remained good
through 3 harvest years but had
thinned out somewhat by the start of
the 4th harvest year. Data in Table
1 show the percentage of plants in
mixture of the various species through-
out the study.

Yield data from this simulated irri-
gated pasture study ( Table 2) show
a high forage yield for the alfalfa -
fescue mixture. An average annual
yield of 21,720 pounds of dry forage
was obtained. Average annual yield
for the trefoil- fescue mixture was
10,297 pounds of dry forage, which
was about one half that of the alfalfa -
fescue mixture.

Data from 2 years (1969 and 1970)
were studied to evaluate season of
use, time of peak production, and
comparative yields of alfalfa and of

1968
25,298
15,451
15,370
15,507

1969
23,508
9,378
9,151
8,668

1970
21,773
10,883
9,053
8,606

1971
14,901
5,476
5,765
5,076

Average per year
21,720
10,297
9,835
9,464

ir -dry weight of the forage mixtures.
1 egume and grass percentages of the

f rage composition were visually esti-
a

` Liated at each harvest. In general,
he time of harvests was determined

gue

iLdy

the maturity of alfalfa and tall
scue. This was a disadvantage to

nonbloat legumes since in the
'L-iaj ority of harvests they had little or

o bloom when the alfalfa was at 10
SDa 50% bloom. The number of

D5.arvests
lock

varied from 7 to 8 each year
epending upon climatic variability.

b regrowth periods between harvests
"i',anged from 28 to 40 days depending

'rfofpon the season of year. However,
Pverage length of time between har-

f st
ests throughout the study was 32 to
4 days.

mus

Tall fescue established well in all
plots though more slowly than most of
the legumes. However, by the time
of the second harvest, tall fescue was
strongly dominating the nonbloat
legumes. Tall fescue made up 70 per-
cent or more of the forage in each
harvest for the remainder of the trial
and suppressed the growth of non-
bloat legumes. It is possible that
different management systems would
improve the performance of the non-
bloat legumes. Lengthening the re-
growth period may improve the per-
formance of milkvetch. In Montana,
milkvetch cut twice gave higher
yields and better plant performance
than when cut three times.

Contrasted to the above situation

tall fescue. Fescue yields peaked in
April and had a greater production
in the first harvest than did alfalfa.
However, fescue production fell off
rapidly in subsequent harvests. Al-
falfa maintained its high yields into
July. These data were similar to the
results of other studies involving al-
falfa and fescue production in Arizona.

Conclusions
Alfalfa and tall fescue mixtures have

the potential for high returns when
grown in irrigated pastures in south-
ern Arizona. A good performance of
tall fescue with alfalfa could reduce
the bloat hazard over alfalfa alone.
The nonbloat legumes used in this
irrigated forage study had low pro-
duction when compared with alfalfa.
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WEED CONTROL
in perennial

grassseed crops

By R. J. Joy*

The release of new grass cultivars
and the increased demand for seed
for range reseeding, irrigated pastures,
and roadside beautification have gen-
erated interest among growers to pro-
duce grass seed commercially. Seed
grown for commercial purposes must
be weed -free to meet seed certifica-
tion standards; consequently, the use
of chemicals for weed control in per-
ennial grass seed crops has become
increasingly important.

The purpose of this study was to
select preemergence herbicides that
have proven effective on weeds in the
Southwest and then to determine their
effect on the seed production of es-
tablished warm -season perennial
grasses. Karmex* * ( diuron ) and Tref-
lan " ( trifluralin ) were chosen for
the trial. They are widely used on
cotton and other crops in the South-
west and have proven their effective-
ness as herbicides on broadleaf and
grassy weeds which establish from
seed.

Materials and Methods
Established stands of "Catalina"

weeping lovegrass (Eragrostis cur -
r;zrla Nees ) and P -15630 blue panic -

g r a s s ( Panicum antidotale Retz.)
were treated in 1970 and 1971 with
Karmex and Treflan applied separ-
ately and in combination. The Cata-
lina lovegrass was established in 1969,
and P -15630 blue panicgrass in 1965
at the Soil Conservation Service Plant
Materials Center in Tucson.

Plants were established in 3 -ft rows
for seed production. Catalina weeping
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lovegrass and blue panicgrass were
growing on Comoro fine sandy loam
and Grabe loam soils, respectively.

The treatments were : ( a) Karmex
at 1.5 lb /acre, (b) Treflan at 1.25
lb /acre, ( c) Karmex at 1.5 lb /acre
plus Treflan at 1.25 lb. /acre, and ( d )
untreated check. Herbicides were ap-
plied to both plant species in February
of 1970 and in March of 1971 by spray-

ing a 3 -ft by 50 -ft swath directly over
the plant row. Immediately prior to
spraying, weeds were completely re-
moved from all plots. A Hudson**
2 -gal. sprayer with a TK -5 nozzle was
used to apply the materials at the
rate of 63.5 g.p.a. One plant row on
either side of the treated row was left
untreated to serve as a guard row
Harvested portions of plot rows were
3-ft by 25 -ft or .0017 acre. The ex

Table 1. Yield and quality of Catalina weeping lovegrass seed

and number of weeds per square foot as effected by

herbicides applied preemergence in 1970 and 1971'.

Treatment
Year

Herbicide
Rate

(lb. /acre )

Seasonal
cleaned Caryopses Total weeds

seed yield quality per sq. ft,
(lb. /acre) ( mg/ 1,000 ) per season

1970 Karmex 11/2 431.09 a 135.58 a 4.08 a

Tref Ian 11/4 491.63 a 125.28 a 2.99 a

Karmex & Treflan 11/2 & 11/ 422.78 a 126.69 a 0.10 a

Untreated check 415.11 a 124.00 a 16.20 b

1971 Karmex 1/ 405.30 a 129.78 a 2.97 a

Treflan 11/4 442.03 a 171.28 a 1.52 a

Karmex & Treflan 1% & 1% 374.85 a 126.99 a 1.05 a

Untreated check 414.31 a 132.38 a 10.20 b

°Means within a column and
at the 5% level according to

year followed by the same letter
Duncan's multiple range test.

Formerly Soil Conservationist, U.S.D.A.
Soil Conservation Service Plant Materials
Center, Tucson, Arizona, now Manager,
U.S.D.A. Soil Conservation Service Plant
Materials Center, Molokai, Hawaii.

"Trade names are used solely to provide
specific information. Mention of a trade
name does not constitute a guarantee of
the product by the U. S. Department of
Agriculture nor does it imply an endorse-
ment by the Department over compar-
able products that are not named.

are not significantly di f f erel

perimental design was a 4 x 4 Latir
square.

Seed was hand harvested when con
sidered ripe for combine harvestin
Heads were cut, hammermilled, an
the seed cleaned with a small se
cleaning machine and weighed. Fro
these weights, cleaned seed yields pe
acre were determined. Seed quali
was determined by weighing a 1,0



;eed sample from each plot at each
harvest. Two seed harvests were made
each growing season.

Two weed counts per plot of a 9.6
Et2 quadrat were taken three times
luring each season. These were at the
spring seed harvest, summer forage
Zarvest, and fall seed harvest. An ex-
2eption to this was in 1970 when
veeds were counted only twice ( after
he spring and fall seed harvests ) in
he blue panicgrass. Weeds were re-
noved from the plots after each weed
count was made.

Catalina weeping lovegrass re-
!eived approximately 45 and 55 acre -
nches of irrigation water in 1970 and
.971, respectively. Blue panicgrass re-
.eived approximately 35 and 50 acre -
nches of water in 1970 and 1971, re-
pectively. The plants were fertilized
'ach season in March with approxi-
nately 45 lbs of nitrogen per acre.

T Results and Discussion
1.---7atalina weeping lovegrass

id The Catalina plants treated with

ly. The herbicide -treated plots had
significantly fewer weeds than the
untreated check for both years. Win-
ter annuals such as mustard and
prickly lettuce that germinated in
February and March accounted for
most of the weed species in the Tref-
lan -alone plots although some Rus-
sian thistle, goosefoot, and grasses
were also found. Karmex applied
alone was less effective on grasses
than Treflan when applied alone.
Grasses accounted for most of the
weeds observed in the plots treated
with Karmex. Weed species most num-
erous in the untreated plots were
mustard, Russian thistle, purslane,
pigweed, puncturevine, and grasses.
The grassy weeds were mainly red
sprangletop, stinkgrass, and reseeded
Catalina.

P -l5630 blue panicgrass
All blue panicgrass plants treated

with herbicides had higher cleaned
seed yields than the untreated plants
for the 2 years ( Table 1) . However,
there were no significant differences

(.',Table 2. Yield and quality of blue panicgrass seed and number of
weeds per square foot as affected by herbicides applied
preemergence in 1970 and 1971'.

'I i Seasonal
f fir: Treatment cleaned
z'-,, ear seed yield

Herbicide (lb./acre)
Rate

(lb. /acre )

Caryopses
quality

(mg/1,000)

Total weeds
per sq. ft.

per season

170 Karmex 11/2 249.66 a 598.66 a 0.42 a
Treflan 11/ 244.47 a 612.65 a 5.22 a
Karmex & Treflan 1% &1 180.53 a 616.39 a 0.07 a

NO. Untreated check 138.49 a 588.30 a 14.93 b
3

)71 Karmex 1% 194.81 a 566.65 a 0.92 a
Treflan 11/4 273.27 a 558.39 a 0.48 a

!t
Karmex & Treflan 1% & 11/ 224.54 a 606.16 a 0.69 a
Untreated check 182.85 a 573.38 a 1.74 b

Means within a column and year followed by the same letter are not significantly different
!it the 5% level according to Duncan's multiple range test.

1C

mai .

reflan at 1.25 lb /acre produced the
ost cleaned seed for both years
Table 1) . However, seed yields be-

a 1 l veen treatments were not signifi-
intly different for either year. Dif-

3kU rence in caryopses quality were
ne b )t significant.
iemuJ. Karmex at 1.5 lb /acre combined
ah5ith Treflan at 1.25 lb /acre gave the
e', . ?s weed control. This treatment was

J' allowed by Treflan at 1.25 lb /acre
See' 1d Karmex at 1.5 lb /acre respective -
iing a

in seed yields among treatments with-
in years. Total seed yields were re-
duced for blue panicgrass grown un-
der all treatments because of severe
shattering of the seed at the fall har-
vests.

Caryopses quality (mg /1000 seeds)
was higher for herbicide -treated
plant in 1970 but, again, these differ-
ences were not significant. The fall
harvests produced lower quality seed
than the spring harvests for both

years. These data indicated that much
of the better quality seed had been
shattered by the high fall winds.

In blue panicgrass, weed control
was best in the Karmex plus Treflan
plots during 1970 and in the plots
treated with Treflan alone during
1971. Sow thistle, wild celery, and
wild brome accounted for most weeds
in the untreated plots. In general,
fewer weeds were found in the blue
panicgrass than in Catalina weeping
lovegrass. This would be expected
since blue panicgrass is a much larger
plant than Catalina and is better able
to compete with weeds.

CONCLUSIONS
Results of this study indicate that

Treflan ( trifluralin) and Karmex
( diuron) safely and effectively con-
trolled weeds in established warm -
season perennial grasses grown for
seed.

Karmex effectively controlled win-
ter and summer annual broadleaf
weeds but was weak on grasses.
Treflan effectively controlled sum-
mer annual broadleaf and grassy
weeds but not winter annuals.

The choice of herbicide treatment
depends on w h i c h weed complex
( summer or winter ) was most severe.
For example, if only summer annuals
are a problem, Treflan applied before
weed seed germination in late winter
or early spring is enough unless a
resistant weed such as Wright ground-
cherry is present. If winter annuals are
also a problem, Karmex could be com-
bined with Treflan in the weed con-
trol program. However, a more logical
time to apply Karmex is in the late fall
or early winter after the crop has be-
come dormant but before most winter
annuals have germinated. A surfact-
ant could be added to the Karmex to
control emerged weeds if the crop
plants are dormant.
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LETTUCE
Consumption Up

(from Page 5)

Winter lettuce acreage increased
from 10,000 acres in the late 1950s to
almost 20,000 acres in 1965. Since
then, acreage has varied from 14,000
to 18,000 acres annually.

All of Arizona's winter season let-
tuce is confined to the Yuma produc-
tion area, the only season this area is
in production. Central Arizona is the
principal production area for the early
spring and late fall lettuce crops. A

more complete description of Arizona
lettuce production areas and growing
seasons, and the changes which have
occurred during the past 20 -25 years,
has been compiled by Firch and
Mathews in an Arizona Agricultural
Experiment Station Technical Bulle-
tin.4

Fluctuating Yields and Prices
During the past 20 years, there has

been a gradual but very erratic in-
crease in the yield per acre for all
three Arizona lettuce crops ( Chart 8) .
The overall upward trend in yields re-
flects improved cultural practices and
adoption of other production tech-
nologies.

The large year -to -year variations
may be partially due to weather dur-
ing the growing- harvesting season.
Also, there appears to be a direct re-
lationship between price and yield,
especially since the early 1960s. This
is logical, since in years when the
price for a particular crop is relatively
low, it may not be to the growers ad-
vantage to harvest the entire crop.

Year -to -year changes in season aver-
age prices for all three crops have
been relatively large during the past
20 years, and there is no definite indi-
cation of an uptrend except possibly
for the late fall crop ( Chart 9) . In
addition to prices being highly vari-
able in the 1960s, there was an "up
one year, down the next" pattern,
especially for the early spring and
winter crops.

Uncertainty of Crop Value
Fluctuations in acreages, yields, and

prices from year to year result in large
year -to -year swings in crop values
( Chart 10) . This is clearly evident
for the early spring crops since the
late 1950s, and for the winter crops
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since the early 1960s.
These large yearly up- and -down

swings in value are strong evidence
supporting arguments that profits
from lettuce are relatively uncertain
from one year to the next.

What About the Future?
Perhaps this uncertainty of profits

partially explains the declines in
acreage and production of late fall and
early spring crops. In addition, the
western lettuce industry is "constantly
seeking the most profitable location
for production during each week of
the year. "5 As a consequence, those
production areas "that have economic
advantages displace the older areas. "6

Apparently, some of the producing
areas in California ( and perhaps in
New Mexico and Texas ) possess one
or more economic advantages over the
late fall and early spring growing
areas in Arizona. These economic ad-
vantages, if they exist, could involve
differences in production, harvesting
and marketing costs.

For example, from the late 1950s
to the late 1960s, production in the
Willcox area declined about 50 per-
cent. Firch and Mathews point out
that "Lettuce production during the
particular times of the year when the
Willcox area is a major shipper has
tended to move to New Mexico and
western Texas, which have an advan-
tage of lower rail rates to eastern
markets than available in the Willcox
area."'

Another feasible explanation of the
decline in production of late fall and
early spring lettuce is that some other
crop ( s ) may provide greater certainty

C.PROGRESSIVE

AGRICULTURE

IN ARIZONA

and possibly larger net returns.Many

farmers may prefer the "year- after-
year" certainty of an adequate income

rather than gamble on the price risks
associated with lettuce and a big

monetary loss.
Whether future production and

shipments of late fall and early spring
lettuce from Arizona continue to de-
cline, or regain the market share en-
joyed in the early 1960s, remains to
be seen. Innovations and new tech-
nologies may swing the economic ad-
vantage back to Arizona.

However, it appears that low cost
production is the key to the future of
Arizona lettuce. The market for let-
tuce is expanding in the U.S., and
there is a large market potential in
Western Europe and many other

foreign countries. Efficient producers
will supply this market growth -
inefficient producers will have to find
alternative uses for their resources.

Footnotes
Statistical data cited in the text and
plotted in the charts were taken from
appropriate issues of Agricultural Statis
tistics and Vegetable Situation published
by the U.S. Department of Agriculture,
and from Arizona Agricultural Statistics
compiled by the Arizona Crop and Live.
stock Reporting Service.

2 C. Curtis Cable, Jr., "Arizona's Vegetable
and Melon Industry - an Overall View,"
Progressive Agriculture in Arizona, Vol.
XXIV, No. 6, November - December, 1972.

3 Ibid.
4 Robert S. Firch and Daniel W. Mathews,
The Arizona Lettuce Industry - Compe-
tition, Prices, Demand, Supply Control,
Arizona Agricultural Experiment Station
Technical Bulletin 188, January 1971.

5Ibid., p. 1.
6 Ibid., p. 5.
7 Ibid., p. 2.
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